Playable vs
Nonplayable
All basketball hoops, air ducts, lights,
banners, scoreboards and beams meet the
minimum 15-foot height from the ﬂoor, so
ruling will be part of ceiling (rule 8.4.2a)

NON
Playable area

Playable area

The screens if moved while playing the ball,
must be by the player playing the ball, not a
teammate (rule 9a).
Gray lip is the divider of playable and non
playable area on courts 2,1,7 and 8.
Net support systems pulled up are over
playable area and are in play. See photo
ALL raised backboards are considered part
of the ceiling. See photo
Players are not allowed to enter adjacent
courts during anyMme while playing the ball
or aNer playing the ball, but can play the
ball while behind end line of adjacent courts
(rule 9b)
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Net in front of scoreboards are
OUT
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No cameras are allowed along
the screen or behind the courts
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NEW CENTURY GROUND RULES
All basketball hoops, air ducts, lights, banners, scoreboards and beams meet the minimum 15-foot height from
the ﬂoor, so ruling will be part of ceiling (rule 8.4.2a)
Net support systems pulled up are over playable area and are in play. See photo
ALL raised backboards are considered part of the ceiling. See photo
Net in front of scoreboards are OUT. See photo
Players are not allowed to enter adjacent courts during anyOme while playing the ball or aPer playing the ball,
but can play the ball while behind end line of adjacent courts (rule 9b)
The screens if moved while playing the ball, must be by the player playing the ball, not a teammate (rule 9a).
No cameras are allowed along the screen or behind the courts
Gray lip is the divider of playable and non playable area on courts 2,1,7 and 8.
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